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1. Introduction
Dear Artist,
The Ultimate Profile Bundle 2 was created by Double Impact Productions in collaboration
with Mendel Bij de Leij, guitar player for Aborted. Our goal as always is to make the best profiles possible. To give guitar players and producers all the sounds and options they need, all
amps and cabs are profiled using the 3.0/Merged technique. This means you can combine any
amp with any cab! The variety of tonal choices gives every guitar player the ability to craft
their own unique sound and tone. This is what sets “The Ultimate Profile Bundle 2” apart
from it’s competitors.
To give this bundle all the tonal diversity you will ever need we profiled the clean, crunch and
hi-gain channels. With over 200 direct profiles and 64 cab options the possibilities can be
overwhelming (up to 13.000+ amp/cab combinations possible).
To get you started “The Ultimate Profile Bundle 2” comes with 470 ready to use rig presets
and Artist presets made by some of your favourite guitar players.
Enjoy tweaking ‘n freaking your tones!
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2. Content
This bundle contains the following:
Direct Amps:
This folder contains 23 direct profiled amps without the cabs. The high-gain channels we’re
profiled with and without boost pedals. Profiles boosted with a pedal are marked with “BST”
in the title of the profile.
Profiles [Rig-Presets]:
This folder contains a selection from the direct profiled amps folder. We made presets of all
23 amps using different cabs per tone for a plug and play experience.
Artist Presets:
This folder contains rig presets made by some of your favorite artists, using the amps and
cabs from this bundle.
The rig-presets in this folder were made by:
Neal Fing Tiemann [DevilDriver], Cory Arford [Carnifex],
Chris Donaldson [Cryptopsy], Mendel bij de Leij [Aborted], Ian Jekelis [Aborted],
Timo Somers [Delain], Rob Maramonte [The Zenith Passage]
AND MORE TO COME....
Cabs:
This folder contains a total of 8 different cabs, mic’d with variating mic techniques resulting
into a total of 64 different cab options to use with the direct amps.
Profiles [Demo Songs]:
Now and then we receive some support mail about the tones we use in our demo’s. This
folder contains the Rig-presets we used on the demo songs.
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3. Installation guide
Firmware version:
“The Ultimate Profile Bundle 2” was created using firmware version 5.0.3.12660. For optimal
use we recommend to update your kemper firmware to the latest version. Updates are free
of charge and can be downloaded from the Kemper-amp website through the following URL:
www.kemperamps.com/start/
How to use/import cab’s onto your kemper:
You will need to use an empty USB stick in order to transfer the files from your Mac or PC to
the Profiler for the first time.
• Put the USB stick into the kemper. When you connect the USB stick for the first time, the
Profiler needs to format it to ensure maximum reliability. Please be aware that formatting
a USB stick will delete all the data on it!
• Take the formatted USB stick out of the kemper and connect it to your Mac or PC.
• The USB stick that has been formatted by the Profiler will contain the folders “Backups”,
“OS update”, and “Shared”. Copy/paste the folder “Cabs” from “The Ultimate Profile Bundle
2” into the “Shared” folder.
• Stick the USB stick into the kemper and hit the “External Storage” button. Choose Import/
Export, then Import to import all the cabs onto your kemper.
Importing the cabinets needs to be done using a USB stick and can’t be done in Rig Manager!
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4. Bundle content

Amps included in the bundle:
Mesa Mark V
Mesa Dual Rectifier
Mesa Trem-O-Verb
Mesa Mark Five:25
Mesa Mark III Blue Stripe
Soldano Hotrod+
Rivera KR7
Rivera Knucklehead Tré
Framus Dragon
EVH 5150 III
Krank Krankenstein

Koch Powertone II
Marshall JCM2000
Marshall JCM900
Marshall JMP Super Lead
Peavey 5150 Blockletter
Sunn Beta Lead
Sunn Bass Lead
Blackstar HT-Stage 100
Orange Rockerverb 50 MKII
Engl Ritchie Blackmore
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Cabs included in this bundle:
Mesa Oversized v30
Mesa Traditional v30
Koch v30
Koch VG12-90
Bogner v30
Orange v30
Engl v30
Marshall 1960
Mics used:
Shure sm57, Sennheiser 421N, Sennheiser 906, Audix i5, Golden Age R1 Active mkIII, Beyer
Dynamic m201, AKG 414B-ULS
Pedals used:
Maxon OD808, Maxon OD-820, Seymour Duncan 805

All product names and company names used are (registered) brand names or trademarks of each respective holders. Double Impact Productions
is not associated or affiliated with any of them. These product names are used only for the purpose of identifying the specific products that were
used during creating the profiles.
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5. Disclaimer & contact
Disclaimer:
It is not permitted to upload any presets made using content from “The Ultimate Profile
Bundle 2” to the Rig Exchange. This includes uploading rig-presets made with our cab’s and/
or direct amp profiles!
Contact Info:
Double Impact Drums
Rengersweg 10
9062 ED Oenkerk
The Netherlands
www.kemperprofile.com
If you encounter any problems, please visit the supportsection on our website:
www.doubleimpactdrums.com/support
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